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USB Group Moves to Validate USB-C Devices for Safety and Security
by GLENN FLEISHMAN
The industry group that manages USB 3.0 has launched an
authentication program for USB-C in an effort to block inadequate
cables and malicious devices from connecting to computers and
mobile devices that support the compact, reversible connector. This
group’s leadership includes Apple, Intel, and Microsoft, making it
likely the standard will receive wide adoption.
Some inexpensive cables that don’t meet the USB-C spec for
carrying high-wattage power have started fires or destroyed
computers. Less dramatically, some subset of cables and adapters
from little-known suppliers don’t perform as promised, can’t carry
high data rates or power, or fail to work consistently.
Malicious USB hacks abound as well, and flaws in the USB “stack,” or the low-level software that
manages USB on host hardware, has revealed the potential for exploits that can exfiltrate data or
compromise a computer, phone, or tablet. Simply plugging in a USB cable or connecting to a USB
charger could enable a malicious device embedded in the cable or charger to hijack data or take over a
device.
The proposed solution is a cryptographically backed system, called the “USB Type-C Authentication
Program,” which allows manufacturers of host hardware—a smartphone, tablet, or computer—to use a
handshake process to confirm that a connected device is legitimately certified and licensed by the
organization that manages the entire USB standard, the USB Implementers Forum (USB-IF). If it’s not,
the host device could lock down the port entirely or reduce the features available to the attached cable or
peripheral.
There’s a reasonable concern that limiting connections to devices that support a paid, proprietary, and
closed system could hurt competition and increase costs to buyers. But because the program is voluntary,
and host device makers (from Apple to ZTE) will have a choice about how they enforce authentication, it
seems more likely to be a benefit.
USB-C: Universal Confusion
The USB-C standard was supposed to make everything easier. A single connector type would carry
USB 3, Thunderbolt 3, DisplayPort, and other standards, and it didn’t have to be inserted the “right
way,” as it works in either orientation. USB-C would even make good on the promise of earlier USB
flavors to offer a reliable way to carry laptop-scale power—up to 100 watts in some implementations.
In reality, USB-C has been a bit of a mess, though not necessarily as bad as some predicted or still claim
it to be. Those with older peripherals had to add adapters or upgrade devices. Confusion still reigns about
the difference between USB 3.1 and Thunderbolt 3: Thunderbolt 3 uses USB-C as a connection
standard, but many non-Apple computers and phones with USB-C don’t support Thunderbolt 3. (For
more about these differences, read “Explaining Thunderbolt 3, USB-C, and Everything In Between,”
3 November 2016.)
This confusion, coupled with initially scarce supplies of the necessary chips for each plug and high
manufacturing costs to get them just right, opened the door for low-quality cable and adapter makers to
flood the market with shoddy hardware.
Continued on page 4
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February 11, 2019
6:00 Q&A Session
6:45 Networking Break
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Club News
Announcements
SMMUG Inclement Weather Policy
In the event of a storm or emergency situation, an announcement to cancel will be posted before 4 p.m. of the day of a SMMUG
event by either the President or Vice-President of the club.

Door Prizes For The February Meeting:
1-grip guard
1-$25 iTune card
1-Apple Label Pin
1-Apple Tote Bag
1-Apple Notebook
1-Apple Water bottle

First test SIG meeting at the CityMac store
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Continued from page 1
While the USB-IF acts as a central organization for standards, testing, and certification, a massive amount of gear ships labeled “USB” that the
group has never evaluated. In particular, quite a lot of “USB” and “USB Type-C” equipment on Amazon hasn’t passed through outside testing. For
a standard as complex as USB-C, those aren’t great decisions, but they reduce costs and time to market.
The maker of one USB-C 100 watt/5 amp cable (which can pass enough power to fry any device if something goes wrong) answered a question
about certification with this response:
Dear customer, we only do USB-IF certification on some of the cables, not all, but all with the same quality, please rest assured to purchase.
Thanks!
Half of that product’s reviews are 1 to 3 stars, and the 3-star reviews aren’t very positive. The company can assert its quality, and certification
doesn’t mean products are perfect, but it shows the gap.
It’s this mess that the USB-IF’s authentication program tries to address.
Authentication: Lock Out or Lock In?
It’s entirely reasonable to worry that a system that has a central organization assigning encryption credentials that can block unapproved devices
from connecting to equipment you own could have been designed in part to reduce competition.
We’re all familiar with the arguments against digital-rights management for media and games. Being locked into an organization’s ecosystem
means that you are subject to any demand it places, can only use equipment it approves, and will likely pay inflated prices.
However, I don’t think the USB-IF and its USB-C authentication program fall into that trap. The authentication program will increase costs
slightly, but I believe the tradeoffs are worth it. The standard is more akin to the security offered by Web browsers for an HTTPS connection than
the security imposed by Apple for video or Amazon for Kindle books. In other words, it’s security that skews toward protecting your interests, rather
than holding you hostage to an organization’s profit goals.
The USB-IF has picked DigiCert to provide a root of trust using public-key cryptography, much as public-key cryptography is used to protect
Web sites. Everyone in the USB-C ecosystem will obtain certificates from DigiCert, just like a Web site operator applies to a certificate authority.
A cable, adapter, or peripheral with an integral USB-C plug will use its certificate to sign and validate information provided about capabilities.
Because the USB-IF is part of the process, only equipment that has been tested and certified by the trade group will be able to provide cryptographic
proof in the plug itself.
That could help identify uncertified cables and prevent them from causing damage to a host device, even if the manufacturer tries to claim it
passed USB-IF testing.
But this authentication approach could also prevent malicious USB attacks, by blocking data from
unauthorized plugs. Apple has effectively implemented a tangential version of this with its USB
Restricted Mode, which locks out data (and sometimes power) when your iOS device hasn’t been
unlocked in the last hour. It has the same effect as USB-C authentication, although it requires the user to
authenticate a connection instead of relying on a cryptography infrastructure. (See “USB Restricted
Mode Can Block iOS Device Charging,” 6 August 2018.)
The key part of this process will happen with a host device, like a Mac or iPad Pro. With a future MacBook Pro, say, that supports USB-C
authentication, the question will be how macOS presents choices to you.
When you insert a certified plug, macOS will likely work exactly as it does now: a connection is silently negotiated, validated, and started,
including access to power flows the plug says it can handle, and to data paths.
But when you insert a non-certified plug, what will macOS do? Will Apple:
• Maintain a list of “rogue” cables, adapters, and other hardware, and tell you a device might damage your computer, as with XProtect and known
malware? That’s not a bad idea, but it seems unlikely
given the unending work to identify such rogues and
maintain the list.
• Explain that an otherwise innocuous inserted device
can’t be validated and give you a chance to proceed at
your own risk—perhaps even offering to disable
Power Delivery features or not? This would be similar
to the message you see with uncertified Lightning
cables.
• Reject the device outright, with a warning that it was rejected because it might
damage your computer?
• Offer an advanced option you can configure that controls all of the above? It could
work like the “Allow apps downloaded from” options in System Preferences >
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Security & Privacy > General.
The only certainty is that whatever choice Apple and other operating system makers pick, it won’t come any time soon.
A Market Too Big To Block
With companies like Monoprice that compete heavily on price and volume in the cable and adapter space, and that also are part of standards and
certification processes, it seems unlikely USB-C authentication will be used as a cudgel to reject devices that don’t meet the approval of OS makers.
They can do that today because USB devices already identify themselves and have certain characteristics—those details just remain unvalidated.
This standard is just now being rolled out, after which it needs to find its way into the USB and Thunderbolt 3 controller hardware that manages
USB-C connections in computers and mobile devices. That will take time, and no company will adopt an “authenticated devices only” approach
soon, given the hundreds of millions of USB-C devices, cables, adapters, and miscellany without authentication already on the market.
We’re hearing fewer horror stories about USB-C meltdowns as reputable companies have shipped more equipment and dropped prices. But
there’s still a strong case to be made for improving the safety and security of USB-C through this authentication program.

ExtraBITS
Microsoft Office lands on the Mac App Store. Go to the CNET site for further details.

DOOR PRIZE WINNERS
For The January 2019 Meeting
$100 Apple Gift Card Winners!!!
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Computer Electronics Show
CES’s 2019 Tech Trends: Big Data, 5G, AI, AR/VR, Autonomous Vehicles—and Bigger TVs
by JEFF PORTEN
CES is run by the Consumer Technology Association,
the US trade group for technology companies, and it’s a
combination of a massive trade show and a conference
presenting experts on various topics. Since the CTA is
not exactly an unbiased observer, it’s always a good idea
to be on the lookout for excessive optimism and rosy
projections—few people here are willing to suggest that a
technological utopia is not right around the corner.
So I always attend the CTA’s kickoff session of
projections for the year with a skeptical eye. They’re
always reliable for accuracy regarding past and present
statistics, but a grain of salt is warranted for everything
else that’s said. It’s a bit off-message when a presentation
on our fantastic 5G future is held in a hotel where the
Wi-Fi is capped at 512 Kbps. Any disparaging or
questioning commentary in this article is my language,
and not taken from the stage.
Data, Data, Everywhere
An example of this optimism was the introduction to the talk, which said that this year was the culmination of breakthrough technologies
reaching the mass market, ranging from 8K televisions to AI. We are supposedly nearing the end of the connected age where we concentrated on
connecting people to each other, and are moving into the data age where consumer behaviors drive both the technology we use and every business
model behind it. In the data age, we will concentrate on connecting things to each other in large quantities—thousands of tiny sensors over 5G,
vehicles with AI to the surrounding infrastructure, and security cameras to servers that will understand the context of the video.
If this sounds like a cold place for humans to live, the speaker addressed that: the
data age is going to bring about an ongoing redefinition of what privacy means, and
it will vary greatly from one society to the other. In America, we’re vaguely outraged
by Marriott losing millions of accounts to Chinese espionage, but we rarely
change our habits in response. (Do you still shop at Target?) Compare that with
China itself, where it’s accepted by nearly everyone that there’s no expectation of
privacy in the public sphere. Civil libertarians project that eventually we’ll hit a
tipping point that will cause a backlash interest in privacy—but they’ve been saying
that for decades, and the US consumer data that has the strongest protections are
your library card and, just maybe, your Netflix queue. (Europe is far ahead with
the adoption of General Data Protection Regulation, and Canada has
had a federal privacy ombudsman for 35 years.)
Many technologies are on deck that will be components of this process.
5G is genuinely coming in a year or two, although deliberately deceptive
marketing will make it seem sooner, and it combines faster Internet
speeds with the capability to network orders of magnitude more devices.
AI and Voice Assistants
Siri may still have its egg freckle moments of misunderstanding, but
voice interaction is now the primary (or only) way we interact with many
devices. These recognition systems aren’t just technologies, they’re
platforms—Alexa has 60,000 “skills” it can learn to interact with devices
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not made by Amazon.
The result is that there is an astonishing number of things you can do by ordering your gadgets around, but you still have to remember how to
talk to your HomePod, and how that might be different with an Echo Dot. Perhaps that’s why, even though up to two-thirds of respondents to a
CTA poll said they used voice interfaces, all of the uses listed in the poll are things you could do with one or two taps on your phone—dictation is
the only usage that stretches beyond that.
That’s largely due to limitations on what AI can do, but it’s also due to limitations on what we’re comfortable with AI doing. Many people were
startled when Google announced its Duplex system for making reservations with actual humans, including programmatic “ums” and “ahs” to
fool the receptionist into thinking they were talking to a member of their own species. Domino’s trialed an autonomous car for delivering pizza, only
to discover that their customers didn’t like leaving the house to walk to the curb to fetch their order.
Part of this, I think, comes from losing sight of what provides value to the customer. The delivery person at your door might cost a few bucks in
tips, but you can tell them immediately that you ordered a Diet Pepsi when they hand you an orange soda. This is also exemplified by another slide
titled, “Is this the year of the smart appliance?” Without saying it outright, CTA is referencing the prior years that were definitely supposed to be that
year. I’m unclear what the value is to buying a $1000 smart fridge versus a $400 dumb one since I can use a few phone apps to provide kitchen
smarts. And those apps can be updated or replaced easily.
It Always Comes Back to TVs
More successful is the continuing expansion of television inches and resolution, as the average television size has gone from 22 inches in 1997 to
48 inches today. Many manufacturers will be releasing 8K sets this year: while they might not technically be 8K (the standard is 7680 by 4320), they
still put 33 million pixels in front of your eyeballs. You’re not going to see the difference between 4K and 8K unless you get a set that’s 65 inches or
larger—and as that’s larger than many living rooms can handle (let alone bedrooms), it’s expected that many people will never get there.
Of course, you’ll also need providers to give you 8K video. For the moment you’re out of luck unless you live in Japan, where NHK launched an
8K service in December 2018 and plans on covering the entire 2020 Tokyo Olympics in that format. CTA projects sales of 1.5 million 8K sets in
the US in 2022, leading me to wonder what happens when they saturate the market. CES 2024 is going to need something to get everyone to
upgrade, and 3D has already failed to be a decisive factor.
Reality: Virtual or Augmented
Moving beyond boring, two-dimensional reality, augmented and virtual reality technology continues to improve but hasn’t found the killer
reason to be widely adopted. VR is heavily fragmented by competing standards and devices—and if you don’t have a pricey Windows computer,
you’re not even in the market. The need for that horsepower requires VR to be
in a dedicated room of your house, close enough to the computer for the cables
to reach, but with enough free space so you don’t break your leg in physical
reality while wandering a virtual one.
One company is demoing a full-body haptic suit this year, but CTA’s
mention of it didn’t sound very appealing: “When someone punches you in
the gut in Red Dead Redemption 2, you’ll feel it.” Great. Sign me up. More
promising is the prospect of VR theme parks where people can try varying
experiences—and yes, Japan is where the first ones will be.
Augmented reality, which creates heads-up displays over actual places and
things around you, is more obviously useful, and this year more AR headsets
are looking like sunglasses rather than wraparound headgear that Darth Vader
would reject as too baroque. You’ll also see AR in some standalone uses, such as retail stores with AR mirrors that allow you to see what clothes look
like on you more quickly than trying them on.
My expectation regarding personal AR is the same as last year: eventually, Apple is going to sell us $1000 AR glasses, which will be powered by the
$1000 iPhone in your pocket. You’ll need both because no headset can contain the breakthrough visuals, the CPU horsepower, and the necessary
batteries. And Apple will have its next category-defining device to put on the museum shelf next to the PowerBook, iPod, iPhone, and iPad.
If it’s not Apple, it will definitely be someone, because AR is too obviously the way we’re going to mediate the world in the future. Walk into a
museum and see historical data projected over anything you see. Check the menu of the restaurant right in front of you, or use “X-ray vision” to
compare it to another one a block away. There will probably be kiosks doing blockbuster business selling these devices in front of every sports
stadium.
Robot Cars (and Flying Cars, Finally)
Autonomous vehicles are the next technology that’s perennially just a few years away—but one of these years, it will surprise us. CTA projects that
by 2020, most cars will be “conditionally autonomous.” You’ll still drive your car, but it will be paying attention—and when you get distracted and
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don’t notice the car braking in front of you, it’ll temporarily take over the entire car: brakes, steering, and all. 2030 is CTA’s target date for when
you’ll never touch a steering wheel again.
But that means we’re about to reach an uncanny valley. It’s perfectly normal for your car to be dumb and for you to be its only smarts, and
someday it will seem normal that your car takes you places. It’s in the
middle when people are going to balk. If your car is watching you for
bad driving, do you really want to have concrete evidence you’re not as
good a driver as you think you are? Will you trust your car not to tell
your insurance company? If you think that people will blithely allow
their cars to save their lives, note the number of people terrified of flying
who are comfortable on statistically much more dangerous roads.
Meanwhile, we may soon have to retire one of our favorite complaints
about the future not being what we were promised: “It’s the 21st
century, where are our flying cars?” Three companies have emailed me
saying they’re demoing exactly that this year—turns out, if you can
design them around autonomous pilots, you’re less worried about
liability issues when your human pilot customers fly into mountains.
One company expressly plans to market these on the Uber model: you’ll never own one, but cities will have fleets of them available for trips.
I expect autonomous ground vehicles to be equally disruptive—when you never drive a car, you’re less likely to own one, and when far fewer
people in cities own cars, suddenly a lot of insanely valuable real estate currently covered with asphalt will become available for repurposing. We
might get the first indications of whether I’m right in 2019 because self-driving taxis will be taking to the streets in San Francisco, San Jose, and
Washington, DC.
Medtech and Resilient Infrastructure
The presentation wrapped with two fascinating categories but failed to provide much detail. There’s a lot of medical tech being announced this
week, in either the category of how your Apple Watch can tell you about your heart, or actual home care technologies that now require a doctor’s
visit. For the first time, CTA is launching a continuing medical education course that doctors can take for the annual hours they need to keep their
licenses.
And there’s an entire track here dedicated to resilient infrastructure: technologies that will allow governments to maintain communications during
disasters, fix damage faster and provide better information to people in bad situations. For consumers, you’ll be able to buy devices that will keep
your other devices powered and connected even when the grids are down.
The individual product announcements I’ll be covering will be much more down to earth, but should I spot any trends on the show floor that
either reflect what CTA had to say or demonstrate new ones, I’ll let you know.
CES 2019: Health, Home, and Other Products at the Sands
by JEFF PORTEN
Word leaked the day after CES about another #MeToo moment from the tech industry, and one that’s salacious enough that it’ll probably be
more than a one-day story. There are a number of booths here promoting, shall we say, toys for an adult audience (we’re being vague in part to avoid
triggering overzealous spam filters). This happens every year, and it’s no big deal—the products only catch my attention if they’re truly ridiculous
(which is frequently), and it’s unlikely any such items would ever see publication in TidBITS. But this year, one of these products won a CES
Robotics Innovation award during the judging in September 2018.
But the Consumer Technology Association rescinded the award a month later, although the story didn’t break widely until after the show closed.
Apparently, the CTA decided that it’s okay to make millions of dollars renting show space to makers of adult products—and until a decade or so
ago, to have CES also be the biggest show of the year for the pornography industry—but no way could any of these products win an award.
Worse, this company wasn’t even allowed to exhibit at CES 2019, raising the point that this gadget is only for women, and many people think
that a similar product aimed at men would have passed muster. I’ve seen such products at CES before, and one exhibited at ShowStoppers—which
is not affiliated with CTA, but certainly is reported as CES news. It’s doubly a problem because the firm in question is headed by a woman and has a
mostly female staff of engineers. At the very least, it’s a tone-deaf move on the part of CTA. The good news is, if the firm has a solid PR staff, they
can say “we won a CES Robotics Innovation award for a month,” and have it be just as good for their marketing.
AerBetic Blood Sugar Monitor
I’ve seen several products here to help diabetics monitor their blood sugar, but my award for most innovative goes to AerBetic. Instead of a needle,
patch, or implanted device, you wear the AerBetic monitor as a bracelet, pendant, or clip. It detects one part per billion of certain gases indicative of
hypoglycemic and hyperglycemic episodes, which means it can determine whether blood sugar is low or high simply from your breath—and no
need to breathe on the device. Did you know you walk around in a cloud of your own exhalations? The intent is to embed the sensor in things that
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children or seniors, who are often resistant to other devices, would be willing to wear regularly. Currently in clinical
trials, AerBetic expects a release date in 2020 with pricing in the vicinity of $500. The company is currently seeking
beta testers.
Danby Parcel Guard Smart Mailbox
A buddy of mine got a notification two weeks ago that a delivery guy, misunderstanding the words “signature required,” had left a box containing
three iPhones on his front porch. Cue his abandoning work to drive home at top speed. If you’ve had (or
fear) the same problem, consider the Parcel Guard (which is easier than building a glitter bomb). It’s a
beefy-looking smart mailbox connected to Wi-Fi that sits outside your house—somewhere near an AC
outlet because it requires power. It uses a motion sensor and camera to alert you when someone
approaches. Leave its empty compartments unlocked, and a weight sensor will tell you if something is
dropped off. Or lock the compartments, and use an iPhone app to open one for your friendly postman to
use. A loud alarm sounds if someone tries to tamper with the box (and an optional premium service will
record the video for the authorities). The Parcel Guard is made of weatherproof industrial-grade plastic, has
a 3-hour battery backup in case of power outage, and can be bolted to the ground. It will retail for $399
but has no release date announced. It’ll handle parcels up to 15 x 10 x 8 inches (38 x 25 x 20 cm). The
Indiegogo campaign has not started, but signing up for the company’s mailing list gets you a $50
discount.
Energrid Battery for the Visually Impaired
Sometimes an innovation seems simple, but no one else has done it. The Energrid VS150X Power Bank is a $75
battery with 15,000 mAh capacity and a few tricks up its sleeve for the blind or the visually impaired. Press the button to see
the usual LED lights telling you how much charge is left—but it also vibrates and optionally plays a sound the same
number of times. The two USB-A jacks are reversible, so you can plug in USB-A cables without looking at the jack.
Available now.
AfterShokz Bone Conduction Headset Sunglasses
Bone conduction headsets don’t cover your ears, but instead play audio by vibrating your skull at the right frequencies. Once you get past the
weirdness of that, they’re great for some purposes as they don’t obstruct ambient noise around you. But because your ears are open, these headsets
make you look like an oddball in public—”why are you wearing that bulky headband?” AfterShokz plans to solve this issue later this year with the
OptiShoks sunglasses, which look perfectly normal and conduct audio through the temples. But I have reservations
about how good they’ll sound—because it competes with ambient noise, the quality of bone conduction audio is
never as good as even that from cheap earbuds, and these will have a lot less contact with your head than other
models. (It’s impossible to judge any bone conduction headsets on the show floor; the ambient noise is way too loud.)
No word on whether the OptiShoks can be ordered with prescription lenses, but based on the form factor, I’m
guessing not. They’ll be available for pre-order on Indiegogo in February 2019 for $99, with retail pricing at $179.
Logitech Microphone, Keyboard, and Crayon
Logitech is a stalwart for interesting peripherals, and the company has introduced several such products since the last CES. For podcasters, video
producers, or those who want high-quality audio on their conference calls, the Blue Yeti Nano provides an affordable USB microphone at $99 from
a respected brand (Logitech purchased Blue last year). The Logitech Crayon for iPad is no secret, having
been announced by Apple last year (see “Apple Releases Sixth-Generation 9.7-inch iPad with Apple
Pencil Support,” 27 March 2018), but at $69 provides a cheaper alternative to the Apple Pencil, and as of
September it’s no longer restricted to the educational market. The $69.99 K600 TV Keyboard offers an
interesting twist: in addition to working as a Bluetooth Mac or iPhone keyboard, it also talks to selected TVs
and has a built-in trackpad for all-in-your-lap control. All these products are available now.
Other World Computing: Cable Stabilizer and TB3 Drives
Other World Computing—known to many folks as OWC or via their macsales.com domain—is also reliable for creative ideas, but a product
made partly of foam rubber might be a first. The ClingOn—not the one from Star Trek—is a stub that inserts into a USB-C port and provides a
hard plastic sheath into which you plug the cable. It prevents a wiggle or pull that might otherwise disconnect the cable. It’s much cheaper than a
bat’leth at $7.99 and available now. Also notable is the company’s Elite Pro mini line of storage, which to my knowledge are the first storage devices
that don’t inflict a huge markup for Thunderbolt 3 support: hard drives start at $124.99 and SSDs at $169.99. They’re available now, but don’t be
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fooled by the word “mini,” as these drives are portable but won’t fit in a pocket (see the photo below).
Also on display was the Thunderbolt 3 Dock that I have plans to review. It costs $299.99 and has
fourteen ports that I won’t list here, but I think it connects to anything more recent than a SCSI drive.
Smartwatches: Matrix, MyKronoz, Withings
Smartwatches have been a CES hobby of mine for years, long before the release of the Apple Watch
(see “Four Smartwatches Reviewed: Cookoo, Martian, MetaWatch, i’m Watch,” 31 July 2014).
Now that Apple has come out with one that’s generally considered best-in-class, my criterion for
interest is “what can this watch do better?”
Matrix PowerWatch 2
The Matrix PowerWatch 2 has an obvious such feature: you’ll never have to charge it. It runs entirely off of your
body heat and solar cells. This 47mm watch doesn’t allow custom apps but has a range of functions built in: GPS,
heart rate monitoring, notifications, and integration with HealthKit for exercise measurement. It’s “water resistant to
200 meters,” which seems to me to be a contradiction—at that depth, either it’s waterproof or it’s not. For the
moment, pre-orders are cheaper than an Apple Watch at $249, but the company intends a retail price of $499—
which seems crazy to me. Ships in June 2019.
MyKronoz ZeTime2
The MyKronoz ZeTime2 makes the cut based on pricing and the hybridization of a smart display and an analog
watch. The watch is Swiss-designed—naturally, for a company based in Switzerland—comes in 44mm and 39mm
varieties, and can last 3 days on a charge or 30 days as an analog watch with the screen turned off. It’s waterproof to
30 meters. The watch runs a proprietary operating system but is iPhone-compatible. It includes a microphone for
voice commands, a heart rate monitor, and NFC for payments (although my materials don’t explicitly mention
Apple Pay compatibility, which they should if it works). It’s coming in June 2019 for $199.90. Note that at the
moment, the company’s Web site still prominently features last year’s ZeTime model, not the new one.
Lexon Bluetooth Speaker (and Other Products)
I am normally very much a function over form kind of guy—if it does something cool, I don’t care if it’s ugly or makes me look like a Martian.
But my head was uncharacteristically turned by the Lexon Design Bluetooth speakers, whose designers are good enough to be snapped up by Jony
Ive someday. Apparently, the Museum of Modern Art agrees—Lexon products are in its store. The MINO series is a baby Bluetooth speaker that
comes in multiple colors and flavors including a version with dual speakers that provides stereo sound, and another
that floats. Sound from a single MINO is a tad louder and slightly less distorted than my internal MacBook Pro
speakers. The MINO has an internal mic for speakerphone calls. The MINO and Twin MINO cost $29.90 and
$49.90, available in Q1 2019; the MINO X is $39.90 and will be available in Q2. Also of note: the Hellonite lamp
that attaches to a window with a base that doubles as a solar charger (available Q1 for $39.90), and the Oblio vase
(available Q2 for $79.90) that serves as a Qi charging station and UV sanitizer for your iPhone. Because as we all
know, unsanitary phones can wipe out civilization.
Move ECG
Withings aims to compete with the Apple Watch Series 4 on cardiac measurement with the Move ECG. It’s a
medical-grade electrocardiogram currently under review for FDA clearance. This data, alongside the usual suite of
activity monitoring, can be viewed on your phone and sent to your doctor. The Move’s display isn’t smart and you
won’t get any information there except the time and your step count. Available in white or black with various color
bands, it’s slated to cost $129.95 in Q2 2019.
CES 2019: Somewhere Between Star Trek and Harry Potter
by JEFF PORTEN
With three halls, one of which spans two floors, the Las Vegas Convention Center is the main exhibit space of CES, easily the size of four convention
centers in other cities. If you see tech journalists on Twitter (myself included) bemoaning an approaching CES, the ultramarathon at LVCC has a lot
to do with it—never mind the $6 coffees and $8 hot dogs. But I find myself spending less time there every year, as the ratio of noteworthy products
seems to be higher in the other venues. Instead of prowling every aisle like I used to, I make notes of individual exhibitors I want to see—then keep
my eyes open for serendipitous booths along the way.
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But the upside of LVCC is that it’s where you see the humongous corporate displays, including fanciful exhibits like this LG video wall.
Anker PowerPort Atom and PowerCore Hybrid
Anker had a pile of 1-inch plastic cubes that didn’t catch my eye, and I felt like an idiot later when I found out they were MacBook chargers. At
30W, don’t expect the PowerPort Atom PD 1 to charge your MacBook quickly, but at 2.2
ounces (62 g) and $29.99, it’s much smaller and cheaper than Apple’s 30W power adapter.
With either, you can expect a MacBook Pro to discharge slowly while it’s in use, so if your
battery is completely dead, you’ll have to wait a while for a charge. It’s definitely on my
purchase list when it ships later this month. Meanwhile, Anker’s PowerCore+ 19000 PD
Hybrid is a 19,000 mAh battery with a neat trick—attach it to your laptop and it turns into a
hub providing USB-A ports. At $129.99, it provides a bit less power and is a bit more
expensive than older Anker batteries, but you may find it useful to eliminate a device from your
gadget bag. It’s available now.
BrainCo Neurofeedback
I was intrigued by BrainCo last year (see “CES 2018: CES Unveiled Gives a Duck,” 9 January
2018), when the company was demoing a prototype brainwave monitoring headset while
conducting initial trials in China. This year, the company is back with a more refined headset and
programs to aid students, athletes, and others in improving their mental focus. BrainCo is very
careful not to make medical claims, but the word ADHD hovers in the air during these
conversations. I’ve been diagnosed with ADHD, and I’ll try to review the individual model, called
FocusNow, at some later date—although results are extremely difficult to judge objectively.
Everyone I’ve met from this Harvard-backed company is reluctant to say anything before the
product is peer-reviewed. Its products are not yet for sale, but there’s a Contact Us link where you
can get in touch.
Cleer Wireless Earbuds and Headsets
It’s difficult for audio headphones to rise above the noise at CES, but Cleer’s offerings demand attention for their
nearly magical claims to battery life. The company’s Flow II BT wireless headphones—the kind that put cups
over your ears—promise up to 100 hours of playback on a single charge, or 20 hours if you use the included active
noise cancellation. They’re $279.99 and shipping in early 2019. Meanwhile, Cleer’s Ally Plus wireless earbuds
provide twice the battery life of the AirPods and get 10 hours on a single charge, even with active noise cancellation
turned on. The battery in the case provides another 20 hours of life. They cost $199.99 and are coming sometime
this year.
Hyper Docks for iPad Pro and MacBook Chargers
Hyper hit my radar years ago by being one of the first to market with a battery that could charge a MagSafe MacBook—a trick the company still
accomplishes with the Hyper Juice Magic Box, which can charge any MacBook or iPad once
you add the associated USB-C adapter. It costs $199.99 to $499.99 depending on capacity.
Hyper’s new items are both innovative docks. The HyperDrive for iPad Pro attaches to a new
USB-C equipped iPad Pro and provides it with ports only dreamt of by earlier iPads: HDMI,
SD, Micro-SD, USB-A, and passthrough USB-C power and data. And it brings back the
headphone jack. It’s shipping next month and will retail for $99, but has limited availability for
$69 on Indiegogo. Meanwhile, the HyperDrive USB-C Hub sits flush on your MacBook Pro
charger and adds two USB-A power ports in addition to a USB-C passthrough power port. It knocks a few watts off the power that goes into your
MacBook, but not enough to notice. It costs $49.99 for the 15-inch MacBook Pro and $39.99 for the 13-inch model.
IOGEAR Thunderbolt 6-Slot SD Reader
Some people wish their MacBooks still had an SD slot. Photographers who juggle
multiple SD cards might prefer the IOGEAR Thunderbolt 3 6-Slot SD Card Reader,
which provides a whopping six slots. They boast 312 Mbps read and 260 Mbps write speeds,
along with LED lights to remind you which slots are in use. Did I mention it has six slots? To
me, that’s like a MacBook with six hard drives, but I can practically hear photographer and
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TidBITS Contributing Editor Jeff Carlson salivating from here. Available now for $149.99.
Jer Education 3D Chocolate Pen
A 3D pen is nothing new—I wrote about the 3Doodler years ago (see “CES 2014: ShowStoppers Continues
the Robot Armageddon,” 9 January 2014). A 3D chocolate pen, well, that’s new. It’s the CP001 from Jer
Education, a Chinese company that has no US distribution as yet but is trying to bring a range of 3D-printing
pens to market. Even if I weren’t intrigued by the printing material, I’d have to say that the teddy-bear form factor
of the chocolate pen is adorable. All of the artwork on display was in chocolate brown, but take it from a guy whose
family ran a candy store—with white chocolate and food coloring, the sky’s the limit.
Naztech SmartPack Backpack
CES has some unbelievable offerings every year, but the NazTech SmartPack approaches incredulity on the basis of
being too good to be true. This backpack has a 30-liter capacity and 20 compartments (several more if you add an
optional camera case), including a hard case for eyeglasses. It opens flat, so you can pass it through an airport scanner
without removing laptops or large gadgets from their sleeves. A dedicated pocket holds a battery—either the one the
company sells as an optional add-on, or one you already have—and there are cable runs throughout the bag to charge
your devices in their pockets, plus an external port so you can charge something else without opening the bag. There’s
a hidden pocket with RFID blocking and a sleeve that mounts the backpack to the handlebars on a roller bag. Finally,
it’s made with ballistic nylon and promises ventilation such that you can wear it all day without sweating through your
clothes. At $149.99 for all that (excepting the optional accessories), I’d expect it to fall apart in months—so color me
flummoxed that it has a lifetime warranty. I’m still skeptical that it’s as good as it sounds, but I’m hoping to get my
hands on a review unit so I can confirm it for you.
NETGEAR Orbi Mesh Network and Nighthawk 5G Hotspot
NETGEAR announced that its existing Orbi mesh Wi-Fi routers will receive a firmware upgrade in the latter half of this year to enable
802.11ax, also known as Wi-Fi 6 (see “Wi-Fi Switches from Obscure Protocol Names to Simple Generation
Numbers,” 5 October 2018). 802.11ax will be faster than your existing 802.11ac network (now called Wi-Fi 5), and
will also utilize some neat tricks to improve the quality of service. (I’m still waiting for the day we no longer say, “plug
in an Ethernet cable if you need speed and reliability.”) Also on hand was the company’s Nighthawk 5G mobile
hotspot, which notably uses “true” 5G on the AT&T network. (Verizon had earlier 5G service before the 5G
standard was released; this one is standards-compliant. Meanwhile, some AT&T “5G” service is plain old 4G LTE.)
This is more in the nice-to-know than the nice-to-have category, as the hotspot hardware costs $499 and the service is
$70/month with a 15 GB cap. Back in 2017, I was skeptical when industry representatives promised a future high-cap
or no-cap nirvana (see “Ideas from CES 2017: 5G in Your Future,” 19 January 2017), and I’m sorry to be proven
right. If AT&T can service the Nighthawk at 5G’s top rated speed (and if the Nighthawk can handle it), you could
blow through your monthly bandwidth in under 35 minutes. I haven’t had a limitation like that on my cell phone plan since 1996.
Targus Qi-Charging Backpack and Quad-Monitor Dock
Targus, as usual, had a large booth with a bewildering panoply of products. I’m looking at the company’s press kit, which lists 50 different
products and has little indication of which are new. Standing out, however, is the Targus Mobile VIP+ Backpack, which has an innovation Naztech
didn’t think of—the included 5000 mAh battery will charge a Qi-equipped iPhone in a pocket designed for the purpose. It also sports an
RFID-blocking pocket and otherwise has the bells and whistles you’d expect from a high-end laptop backpack. It’s available in April 2019 for
$199.99, but note that’s $100 more than last year’s Mobile VIP edition.
Also new is the USB-C Universal QUAD HD (QVHD) Docking
Station, which provides 4 HDMI ports for hooking up external monitors.
While a quad-grid monitor setup looks pretty darn cool, I don’t know that
Mac users are the target audience for this—four 1080p monitors have
exactly as many pixels as a single 4K display. Some MacBooks can handle
four of those. But if you have a workflow that prefers multiple monitors at
a lower resolution, the Quad HD costs $274.99 and is now shipping.
Finally, I’m not sure if this seeing-eye dog was demoing VR goggles or
just nattily dressed, but he certainly was the center of attention.
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Nahimic Mac Sound Enhancer
It’s rare to see Mac-only software at CES, so I was doubly interested to hear about the Nahimic app
that improves the quality of sound on your Mac, as my ears are nothing to write home about (see “iOS
Hearing Aids… or, How to Buy Superman’s Ears,” 8 February 2011). Unlike other software I’ve
tried that requires you to fiddle with waveforms and frequency sliders, Nahimic’s interface is a simple
sentence that you click on to set up your sound environment. On my MacBook Pro’s internal
speakers, the volume boost is welcome, and I can detect an improvement in voice clarity when I have
that option chosen—but I’ve given it only a few minutes of testing, and I’m looking forward to trying
it out with various headsets. Shipping now, $34.99 per year with a 15-day free trial available in the App
Store.
Nuheara Sound-Enhancing Earbuds
If your ears need more oomph than you can get from software, and you don’t mind dropping some serious coin, Nuheara’s earbuds might be of
interest. They’re wireless earbuds much like the AirPods, with built-in digital signal processing that amplifies audio frequencies in response to hearing
tests you can self-administer—they’re similar to the Even wired headphones I covered a few
years ago (see “CES 2017: Gadget Finds on the CES Show Floor, Days 1 and 2,” 10 January
2017). Nuheara’s earbuds work with either Bluetooth audio from a device or ambient sound.
New at the show: the next generation IQbuds Max earbuds, which improve on last year’s
IQbuds Boost model with active noise cancellation that also works with your custom frequency
needs. The company also sells the IQstream TV, a separate hardware device that automatically
connects to IQbuds with additional processing to ensure no lag between what you see and what
you hear. Both will be released in the second half of 2019, and prices are not yet set—but the Max buds will be more expensive than the Boost buds,
which cost $499.
POW Audio Mo Bluetooth Speaker
POW Audio’s Mo Bluetooth speaker combines some clever features I’ve seen before at CES
but at a much more attractive price. The speaker is palm-sized and has an expandable
compartment. Expanded, you get better sound from the reverberation in the speaker. Press it flat,
as pictured below, and it fits in your pocket. It ships with optional phone cases and magnetic
mounts so you can attach it to the back of your phone for carrying. (Granted, this will make
your iPhone thick enough to give Jony Ive nightmares.) Pre-orders start next week at $99,
shipping in February 2019. Buy two, and you can connect to both and use them for stereo
sound.
Catalyst Waterproof Cases
One of my favorite CES categories is “company founded by someone scratching a personal itch,” and Catalyst
seems to qualify. They claim to have the most waterproof iPhone, Apple Watch, and AirPods cases on the planet,
which the founder personally demonstrates on social media via extreme sports. (In at least one case, his username
literally has the middle name “danger.”) He told me that he has found that the Apple Watch case is safe to 100 meters
depth, but at 22 meters the watch senses the pressure and shuts down—he thought he had killed it until he resurfaced
and it turned back on. Catalyst tests every case’s waterproofing in the factory before shipping it, and they come with
tethers for obvious reasons. Announced at CES: an $89.99 iPhone XR case rated for 10 meters depth or a 2-meter
drop, and the $29.95 rubberized case that envelops the AirPods charger to provide drop protection and waterproofing
to 1 meter. Both are available now. Pre-orders are being taken for the forthcoming $69.99 waterproof case and
integrated band for the 44mm Apple Watch Series 4. Catalyst also sells cases for other iPhone models and a variety of
outdoor gear.
Nahimic Mac Sound Enhancer
It’s rare to see Mac-only software at CES, so I was doubly interested to hear about the Nahimic app that improves the quality of sound on your
Mac, as my ears are nothing to write home about (see “iOS Hearing Aids… or, How to Buy Superman’s Ears,” 8 February 2011). Unlike other
software I’ve tried that requires you to fiddle with waveforms and frequency sliders, Nahimic’s interface is a simple sentence that you click on to set
up your sound environment. On my MacBook Pro’s internal speakers, the volume boost is welcome, and I can detect an improvement in voice
clarity when I have that option chosen—but I’ve given it only a few minutes of testing, and I’m looking forward to trying it out with various
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headsets. Shipping now, $34.99 per year with a 15-day free trial available in the App Store.
Aveine Wine Aerator
I was impressed with the ingenuity of Aveine last year (see “CES 2018: Eureka Park Wraps Up
CES,” 18 January 2018) when I saw the company’s wine bottle attachment that automatically aerates
wine the right amount without “letting it breathe” for hours before drinking. This year the company
has upped its game, as the new version also gives you a temperature reading. A companion app scans
the bottle label and tells you the right aeration and temperature for that particular wine—although the
press release mentions that you can monkey with the airflow if you want to get different flavors out of
the same bottle. Currently $175 on Indiegogo until the end of January 2019, $249 thereafter, and
shipping in June (although the Web site says March).
Quell Pain Relief Band
Quell is releasing the 2.0 model for its pain relief device, which is designed to be worn on your leg
with an included elastic band. It uses transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation—basically, it zaps
your leg—which stimulates the release of natural brain endorphins to reduce chronic pain anywhere in
your body. The new Quell is the size of a credit card and can be worn under clothing unobtrusively.
The company recommends you use it for three 15-minute sessions per day, and the press materials
claim a battery life of 25 hours—which is so much longer that I wonder if it genuinely only needs
charging once a month. Quell is FDA-approved and cites peer-reviewed research in their materials—but if you’re
skeptical (as you should be regarding any health claims for products at CES), there’s a 60-day money-back guarantee.
Later this year, a software upgrade will bring AI features to the device, which will alter its output and coach you
through changes to customize your usage to maximize pain reduction for your particular needs. The device is available
now for $299, and requires monthly replacement of its electrodes for $50; a $349 starter kit includes an extra month’s
set of electrodes and a carrying case.
WELT Smart Belt
The unfortunately named WELT Smart Belt offers an interesting mix of features. In the existing model, it
measures waist size, physical activity, and motion to provide feedback to an app on your phone, reminding you to
move more and perhaps eat less. A peer-reviewed study found that users of the WELT reduced their waist size by
three-quarters of an inch (1.9 cm), on average, in a 12-week period. A new model is coming later this year, which
will add sensors that monitor your movements to warn you if you’re more likely to fall. (I gather this is not fall
detection, which is common in CES health devices, but fall early warnings, which are not.) One subjective note:
I’ve seen plenty of smart clothing at CES, but this is one of the few wearable products that won’t make you look
silly. The current WELT costs $199; the company said that when the next model goes on sale towards the end of
2019, it will be on Kickstarter for $99 before going up to $199.
Nomadplug Global Power Adapter
International travelers know the pain of having to carry multiple power adapters for various standards of plugs and voltage. I’ve seen many
all-in-one models looking to minimize space taken up in luggage, but Nomadplug has a nifty solution. It’s a set of modular pieces that combine into
a single unit held together with rare earth magnets. When you land in a new country and need a different
plug, you swap around the pieces until each side has the input and output you’re looking for. Even better,
while most such adapters are only good for the 130-odd countries adhering to the most common standards,
Nomadplug has extra plugs and can be used in 195 countries. Available in the second half of 2019 with an
anticipated price of $129, with an optional inline 5000 mAh battery.
BlackBerry
BlackBerry—remember BlackBerry?—is here, mainly to remind us that the company still exists (who knew?), and presumably hand out media
kits on 3.5” floppy disks. (Actually, BlackBerry provides cell phone security infrastructure B2B these days.)
I’ll close by saying that the technology I really want is a better face mask. I’ve come down with CES conference crud at several of these shows—last
year’s was awful. This year I’m the guy who comes with a cold, and remembering my uncharitable thoughts regarding the people who acted as
Typhoid Mary in previous years, I’m armed with CVS face masks and a keg of hand sanitizer. Onward!
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CES 2019: ShowStoppers Demos Smart Ovens, Big Batteries, and More
by JEFF PORTEN
ShowStoppers takes place on the first regular day of CES, where I was most impressed by news from an outlet
that isn’t at the show. That morning, the NPR hourly news team thought it worth reporting that Apple had
covered a hotel with a 13-story billboard chiding Google for its security practices.
From the Las Vegas Convention Center, you couldn’t miss the display. I’m sure it wasn’t cheap, but compare
that expense with the millions of dollars for large displays at the show and other costs. Samsung alone has enough
people in town to devote a private fleet of limos shuttling them around. Apple hasn’t exhibited at CES for ages—
the company gave up on trade shows because it gets better press coverage with its own events—but at 9 AM
Pacific, that billboard wasn’t merely top news from CES, it was noteworthy enough to be one-tenth of NPR’s top
news, period.
I suspect that has Google marketers—who brought a roller coaster this year—are grinding their teeth so badly that they’re at the CES Digital
Health Forum asking about dental technologies.
Note: A few products below were held over from the Pepcom show because I was still confirming some details (see “CES 2019: Pepcom Shows
Off Futuristic Displays and More,” 11 January 2019).
Abbott Freestyle Libre Glucose Monitoring
If you’re diabetic, tracking your blood sugar the traditional way is not fun. The standard method is to prick your finger and put a drop of blood
on a measurement device. And if you want to stay healthy, you might do that a few times a day because blood glucose varies. The Freestyle Libre is
a 14-day sensor that you apply to your arm with a patch. A painless subcutaneous probe measures glucose continuously and relays that data to a
standalone reader or an app on your iPhone. As with most American medical devices, the price varies based on your insurance and the phase of the
moon—Abbott says that most people with commercial insurance will pay $40–$75 per month.
Arcade1Up Arcade Cabinet
If you frequently ran out of quarters in the 1980s, you might be interested in the Arcade1Up
Wall-Cade, a mini-version of the old freestanding cabinets. They’re designed to be set on a desk, hung on a
door, wall-mounted, or set on the floor with a riser. They come with a selection of vintage games designed
for the full-sized controls in each. There are currently six models available—the one with Rampage, Joust,
Gauntlet, and Defender is clearly the best. At CES, the company announced that five more collections
would ship in 2019: Final Fight, Space Invaders, Golden Tee, Mortal Kombat, and Karate Champ, and
more to be announced at the E3 show in June. Each will set you back 1196 quarters or $299.
June Smart Oven
One sure way to catch the attention of passing journalists is to stand in front of your product with a tray of freshly baked cookies. The June smart
oven is a space-saving kitchen multifunction gizmo—it works as a convection oven, air fryer, dehydrator, slow
cooker, broiler, toaster, and warmer—with built-in smarts to automatically cook many items with
pre-programmed cooking cycles. Shove your food in, and a camera will attempt to figure out what it is and
suggest a cooking method. A smartphone app lets you remotely monitor your dinner’s progress so you don’t have
to stand in front of the display. A subscription service brings you regularly updated recipes for the June’s database,
and a partnership with Whole Foods lets you pick ingredients at the store and have the June app suggest what to
do with them. It’s reportedly big enough to cook a 12-pound turkey (12.75 x 19.6 x 19 inches, or 32 x 49 x 48
cm), or presumably a 14-pound turkey if you whack it enough with a hammer. The June ships next month for
$599 with some accessories; another $200 adds more pans and baskets, a three-year recipe subscription, and a two-year warranty.
Moasure ONE Measuring Device
You might have a Measure app built into your iPhone these days, but not everything you have to measure is
line-of-sight. The Moasure ONE is a handheld measure that can work with distances and angles regardless of what’s
between them. Place the Moasure ONE at the beginning of what you want to measure, tap the big green button to start
the measurement, and then place the device at the end of the measurement regardless of any walls or hyperactive children
between the two points. Currently in production and available for pre-order at $149, the Moasure ONE will ultimately
retail for $249. A free app will turn your iPhone into an ersatz Moasure ONE with lower precision. The executive who
gave me his card said that Moasure was named after the word “measure,” and I’m sure it’s just a coincidence his name is
Mo.
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MPowered Luci Solar Lamps and Chargers
Every once in a while you run across a company looking to do well by doing good, and MPowered qualifies in spades. Its
Luci series of low-power LED lamps and chargers all have built-in solar chargers, and MPowered makes them available in parts
of the world without reliable access to electricity. The Luci Connect model, which costs $65 and is available this month, charges
in 14 hours by solar or 2–3 hours by USB, and it provides up to 50 hours of light or 2000 mAh to charge your devices. 12 RGB
LEDs accompany the 24 white ones, and a smartphone app lets you set any color you like. The company’s product line starts at
$14.95, and if you feel so inclined, you can donate $10 to provide lighting to people who otherwise don’t have any.
Mute+ Alexa Silencer
Hey, who doesn’t love the fact that Alexa devices continuously record you and sometimes send those recordings to your
friends? You? You don’t love that? Enter Smarte’s Mute+, a $24.99 timed dampener that sits on top of your Amazon Echo,
Echo Plus, or Echo Dot. Set it to how long you want to prevent your Echo from listening to you, and a series of LEDs remind
you how long until it turns off. Oddly, the maximum time you can block the Echo from listening is one hour. Sure, you could
do the same thing by upending a vase and using it as Cone of Silence, but then you have to remember to remove it. Horrifying.
Mycroft AI Mark II Voice Assistant
If you want to ask a device to tell you the weather, play streaming music, and control your home automation, but you don’t
trust Amazon, Google, or even Apple to do the right thing with your data, you’ve been out of luck. Mycroft AI intends to fill
this gap with its Mark II voice assistant, shipping in April 2019 for $189. The key selling point of the Mark II is that it’s entirely
open-source—that means that anyone with suitable skills can download all the programming that goes into it and see exactly
what it’s doing and what data it’s sending. But it’s still a cloud device for most questions, so you still have to trust Mycroft AI to
do the right thing—you can’t see what the company does with the data it gets. That said, a commitment to open source is
congruent with the right privacy intentions. Users can opt-in to improve what questions the Mark II can handle by submitting
what they’d like to ask—which is another way of saying that it won’t integrate with Siri, Google Assistant, or Alexa, and you
can’t necessarily use it to control devices in those ecosystems. Kind of the point, but also kind of limiting.
OmniCharge Mobile and Ultimate Batteries
It’s impossible to sneeze at CES without getting a rechargeable battery wet, but OmniCharge’s offerings stand
out by virtue of their huge capacities. The Omni Mobile 26,800 mAh is the largest battery allowed to fly on a
plane, will charge your 13-inch MacBook Pro as fast as its charger, and comes with USB-C, USB-A, and
DC-out ports. It costs $149.99, but you can get it for $99 on Indiegogo. Meanwhile, the Omni Ultimate has
a ridiculous 40,300 mAh (at that point, just call it 40.3 amp-hours) and includes a regular plug like the one in
your wall. If that’s not enough, the battery is hot-swappable and you can buy extras. It’s currently $349 on
Indiegogo and shipping this month—once it’s available for retail, the expected price is $599.
Tablo Quad Over-the-Air DVR
In a world of fiber-optic services and Netflix, it’s easy to forget that you can still get TV over the air (OTA to industry wonks), even if you’re a
cord-cutter who doesn’t subscribe to any cable channels. But there are still channels out there in the ether—and digital broadcast means four
times as many channels as you used to get on rabbit-ear antennas. (Digital broadcasts also
mark the end of the old television static that, believe it or not, was caused by cosmic rays.
With digital broadcast, you either get a clear image or nothing at all.) DVRs have been around
for a while to provide on-demand recordings of OTA, but the Tablo Quad ups the ante with
four different tuners. If you still need to decide which shows to record, you’re watching too
much TV. The Tablo Quad includes a suite of apps that can throw your recordings to pretty
much any device you can think of, including your Mac and iPhone, and if you subscribe to its
monthly service you don’t need to be home to watch them. (You’ll want to subscribe,
otherwise you don’t get TV listings to help you set recordings.) The subscription also includes
an automatic commercial-skip feature, now in beta. The Tablo Quad costs $179.99, but you’ll need to add your own hard drive (either an external
USB or an internal SATA), because in the words of the company exec, “my customers can buy drives cheaper than I can.” An 8 TB drive can store
4000 hours of TV, which should keep you going for a while. After the initial month, the subscription service will run you $4.99 per month. It’s
slated to become available in March 2019.
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their
website and see past and current cartoons and other things
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Tidbits
Is Your iPhone Calling Other Countries?
by ADAM ENGST
My mother was boggled. “My iPhone called someone in the Netherlands instead of your father yesterday,” she said.
“And,” she went on, “now whenever I try to call him or you or anyone else in my favorites, I get a message from Verizon
about how my plan doesn’t have long distance or international calling. But it works fine if I dial the number manually.”
As parental tech support goes, this may be the strangest problem I’ve ever been handed, but my mother was right.
Whenever I tapped one of the favorites in her iPhone’s Phone app, that pre-recorded message from Verizon played. But
when I dialed my iPhone’s number manually, the call went through properly. She had deleted the record of the call to the
Netherlands, but I had no reason not to believe her. My initial feeling was that this was a Verizon problem related to her
account, but I didn’t want to foist her off on Verizon tech support if I could avoid it.
While investigating, I noticed that all the phone numbers in her contacts
were formatted differently than mine. All of mine looked like (607)
555-0123, whereas the digits in hers were all run together with no
punctuation, as in 6075550123. I remembered seeing this before but had
chalked it up to her massively messy address book, which had at one point
imported the email address of everyone she had corresponded with in Outlook when she worked at
Cornell University.
Given the call to the Netherlands and Verizon’s message about long distance and international
calling, however, I pondered the possibility that her iPhone had suddenly started thinking of itself as
being in another country, such that it would somehow embed a country code into stored numbers
before dialing. This turned out to be the right track.
In Settings > General > Language & Region > Region, her iPhone was set properly to United States,
but on a hunch, I changed it to Uruguay and then back to United States. Lo and behold, the
formatting of her contacts’ phone numbers immediately changed to match mine, with the
parentheses, space, and dash. More important, tapping numbers in her Favorites list called those
people. Problem solved, and I breathed a sigh of relief, because keeping family happy is job #1.
I can’t imagine that this problem is at all common, but I hope that anyone else running into it will find this solution.
[Editor note: Interesting Comments followed the article]
Backblaze 6.0 Promises “Larger Longer Faster Better” Backups
by JOSH CENTERS
Backblaze (a TidBITS sponsor) has released version 6.0 of its cloud backup service with improved
performance, an increase in the size of drives used for restoring by mail, and more.
The Backblaze software will update itself
automatically sooner or later, but if you want
to get the latest client right away, click the
Backblaze menu bar icon and choose Check
for Updates.
Here’s what the 6.0 update brings:
•Increased performance: Backblaze boasts
that upload speeds can be up to 50% faster,
along with streamlined logging and system
resource usage to improve overall performance.
•Super-sized restores: Backblaze has doubled the capacities of the drives used for its
Restore By Mail feature. Flash drives now hold up to 256 GB and hard drives can
hold 8 TB. You pay a deposit of either $99 (for the flash drive) or $189 (for the hard
drive) and Backblaze loads a drive with data and ships it to you. Return it within 30
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days for a full refund.
• Wi-Fi blocklist: If you regularly tether your Mac to an iPhone or mobile hotspot whose plan has a bandwidth cap, you can now explicitly prevent
Backblaze from working while connected to certain Wi-Fi networks. In System Preferences > Backblaze, click Settings. Switch to the Performance
screen and click the plus button under “Wi-Fi network
block list.” Select a network to block and click Add to add
it to the blocklist.
• Google single-sign-on: If you’re frequently logged into
Google anyway, you can now use your Google account to
sign into Backblaze and save time. Go to your Backblaze
account settings and make sure you’re in My Settings.
Under Security, select Google instead of My Email.
• B2 Integration: One of the main criticisms of Backblaze
we’ve heard from TidBITS readers is that it retains only
30 days worth of backups. Backblaze has addressed that—
sort of—by letting you save backed-up files to its B2
cloud storage service. In the interface for restoring files
from Backblaze (see “How to Restore Files from
Backblaze,” 24 August 2018), there is a new Save Files to
B2 option. Files you save to B2 remain there until you delete them, but you’ll pay for the privilege—$0.005 per GB per month for storage and
$0.01 per GB when you download the files. Those rates are among the lowest in the industry, but still an additional charge. Use this B2 Cost
Calculator to figure out how much you’d actually pay for this service.
• Keep restores longer: Another aspect of the B2 integration is that you can archive a Zip file restore to B2, which might be useful if you need more
time to download it or wish to keep a permanent copy stored in the cloud.
• iOS app: Backblaze’s iOS app has long been one of the service’s weak spots. To address its limitations, Backblaze has released a new version of
the app with a cleaner interface, increased (though unspecified) file download size limits, support for time-based one-time passwords (ToTP),
support for Touch ID and Face ID, Google single-sign-on support, and warnings for downloads over cellular networks.
Backblaze has been our preferred Internet backup service since CrashPlan left the consumer space (and my personal preference for years).
However, you shouldn’t rely on it—or any Internet backup service—as your only backup. Ideally, every Mac user should have three forms of
backup:
• Time Machine for everyday backups and restores of older file versions
• A bootable duplicate for fast file restores and so you can get up and running quickly again in case of a drive or computer failure
• An off-site backup like an Internet backup in case of fire, flood, or theft
Put those three together and you’ll be covered in every eventuality.
Nuance Has Abandoned Mac Speech Recognition. Will Apple Fill the Void?
by ADAM ENGST
In October 2018, Nuance announced that it has discontinued Dragon Professional Individual for
Mac and will support it for only 90 days from activation in the US or 180 days in the rest of the world.
The continuous speech-to-text software was widely considered to be the gold standard for speech
recognition, and Nuance continues to develop and sell the Windows versions of Dragon Home,
Dragon Professional Individual, and
various profession-specific solutions.
This move is a blow to professional
users—such as doctors, lawyers, and law
enforcement—who depended on
Dragon for dictating to their Macs, but
the community most significantly affected
are those who can control their Macs only with their voices.
What about Apple’s built-in accessibility solutions? macOS does support voice
dictation, although my experience is that it’s not even as good as dictation in iOS,
much less Dragon Professional Individual. Some level of voice control of the Mac is
also available via Dictation Commands, but again, it’s not as powerful as what was
available from Dragon Professional Individual.
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TidBITS reader Todd Scheresky is a software engineer who relies on Dragon Professional Individual for his work because he’s a quadriplegic and
has no use of his arms. He has suggested several ways that Apple needs to improve macOS speech recognition to make it a viable alternative to
Dragon Professional Individual:
• Support for user-added custom words: Every profession has its own terminology and jargon, which is part of why there are legal, medical, and
law enforcement versions of Dragon for Windows. Scheresky isn’t asking Apple to provide such custom vocabularies, but he needs to be able to
add custom words to the vocabulary to carry out his work.
• Support for speaker-dependent continuous speech recognition: Currently, macOS’s speech recognition is speaker-independent, which means
that it works pretty well for everyone. But Scheresky believes it needs to become speaker-dependent, so it can learn from your corrections to
improve recognition accuracy. Also, Apple’s speech recognition isn’t continuous—it works for only a few minutes before stopping and needing to
be reinvoked.
• Support for cursor positioning and mouse button events: Although Scheresky acknowledges that macOS’s Dictation Commands are pretty
good and provide decent support for text cursor positioning, macOS has nothing like Nuance’s MouseGrid, which divides the screen into a
3-by-3 grid and enables the user to zoom in to a grid coordinate, then displaying another 3-by-3 grid to continue zooming. Nor does Apple have
anything like Nuance’s mouse commands for moving and clicking the mouse pointer.
When Scheresky complained to Apple’s accessibility team about
macOS’s limitations, they suggested the Switch Control feature,
which enables users to move the pointer (along with other actions) by
clicking a switch. He talks about this in a video.
Unfortunately, although Switch Control would let Scheresky
control a Mac using a sip-and-puff switch or a head switch, such
solutions would be both far slower than voice and a literal pain in the
neck. There are some better alternatives for mouse pointer
positioning:
• Dedicated software, in the form of a $35 app called iTracker.
• An off-the-shelf hack using Keyboard Maestro and Automator.
• An expensive head-mounted pointing device, although the
SmartNav is $600 and the HeadMouse Nano and TrackerPro
are both about $1000. It’s also not clear how well they interface
with current versions of macOS.
Regardless, if Apple enhanced macOS’s voice recognition in the
ways Scheresky suggests, it would become significantly more useful
and would give users with physical limitations significantly more
control over their Macs… and their lives. If you’d like to help,
Scheresky suggests submitting feature request feedback to Apple
with text along the following lines (feel free to copy and paste it):
Because Nuance has discontinued Dragon Professional Individual for
Mac, it is becoming difficult for disabled users to use the Mac. Please
enhance macOS speech recognition to support user-added custom words,
speaker-dependent continuous speech recognition that learns from user
corrections to improve accuracy, and cursor positioning and mouse button
events.
Thank you for your consideration!
Thanks for encouraging Apple to bring macOS’s accessibility features up to the level necessary to provide an alternative to Dragon Professional
Individual for Mac. Such improvements will help both those who face physical challenges to using the Mac and those for whom dictation is a
professional necessity.
Apple Fixes Group FaceTime Bug; Promises to Improve Bug Reporting Process
by JOSH CENTERS & RICH MOGULL
Last month, a nasty FaceTime bug was discovered that allowed a FaceTime caller to hear audio from your device while it was still ringing, before
you accepted or rejected the call (see “Apple Disables Group FaceTime to Block Glaring Privacy Hole,” 29 January 2019). The bug was related
to the Group FaceTime feature introduced in iOS 12.1 (see “Apple Releases iOS 12.1, macOS 10.14.1, watchOS 5.1.1, and tvOS 12.1,” 30
October 2018), so Apple disabled Group FaceTime from its end while its engineers worked out the problem.
Now, in a statement to TidBITS, Apple has announced that it has solved the problem and will re-enable Group FaceTime soon:
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We have fixed the Group FaceTime security bug on Apple’s servers and we will issue a
software update to re-enable the feature for users next week. We thank the Thompson family
for reporting the bug. We sincerely apologize to our customers who were affected and all who
were concerned about this security issue. We appreciate everyone’s patience as we complete
this process.
Who is the Thompson family? That’s a reference to Grant Thompson, the 14-year-old
who originally discovered the bug. Grant and his mother Michele tried to alert Apple about
the bug but were stymied by Apple’s bug reporting process. Here’s the tweet Michele Grant
posted on 20 January 2019 about it:
A “high-level executive with Apple” has since visited the Thompson family to thank
them personally and get feedback, and Apple has indicated that Grant Thompson will be eligible for their bug bounty, which is usually restricted to
invited researchers and pays up to $200,000 for each vulnerability reported (see “Apple Opens Bug Bounty Program,” 5 August 2016). That’s one
way to pay for college!
Apple’s statement continued:
We want to assure our customers that as soon as our engineering team became aware of the details necessary to reproduce the bug, they quickly
disabled Group FaceTime and began work on the fix. We are committed to improving the process by which we receive and escalate these reports, in
order to get them to the right people as fast as possible. We take the security of our products extremely seriously and we are committed to continuing
to earn the trust Apple customers place in us.
Apple’s handling of this incident is notable for three reasons:
Apple was able to respond and block the issue on its servers within an hour of it becoming common knowledge. This happened the same week in
which Apple also used its server-side control to disable apps from Facebook and Google that were violating Apple’s terms of service and violating user
privacy (see “Apple Shuts Down Facebook’s Internal Apps Due to Flagrant Policy Violations,” 30 January 2019).
Apple publicly acknowledged the Thompson family’s discovery of the bug. Over a decade ago, Apple wouldn’t typically attribute security
vulnerabilities to the researchers who discovered them. Not only has that policy changed, but Apple is giving the family credit in its public statement
despite that report being mishandled internally.
In the statement, Apple admits that its security bug reporting process is flawed and needs improvements. While Apple has made great strides in
working with security researchers and improving its vulnerability management process, it still has problems when it comes to bug reporting. Apple’s
current system requires submissions to originate from an Apple Developer account and be shared using the company’s dedicated bug reporting
system. This isn’t merely an obstacle for security professionals (and hobbyists); as reinforced by this incident, it prevents reporting from the general
public and appropriate internal escalation of sometimes-serious issues that get lost in a sea of general bugs.
Apple blocked the vulnerability so quickly that our Twitter feeds were still filled with people blasting out the flaw even hours after Apple’s
workaround went into effect. Make no mistake, this was a serious security failure, but one that Apple handled quickly. The company’s statement and
outreach to the Thompson family also show that it recognizes the failures in how the initial reporting was handled and intends to improve the
process going forward. We’ll see if Apple follows through on that intent.
Apple Opens iTunes Video and AirPlay Up to TV Rivals
by JOSH CENTERS
Something curious is happening in TV land. First, Apple announced a partnership with frenemy Samsung to bring iTunes movies and TV
shows, as well as AirPlay 2, to Samsung smart TVs. Now Apple has inked deals with LG, Sony, and Vizio to bring AirPlay 2 and HomeKit support
to their TV sets.
What does this mean, exactly?
For TVs that support AirPlay 2, it means you’ll be able to share iOS device screens to them or “beam” content like movies and music directly to
them from iOS or iTunes—just like you can now with the Apple TV.
The HomeKit story is a bit more interesting: supported TVs will become HomeKit devices, and as such, you’ll be able to turn them on and off
and change their inputs with Siri or Apple’s Home app. You’ll also be able to create HomeKit scenes with actions to control these TVs. So you could
have a Movie Night scene that dims the lights and turns on the TV with a single command. (For more on what you can do with scenes, see “A
Prairie HomeKit Companion: Core Concepts,” 3 November 2016 or my book, Take Control of Apple Home Automation.)
Here are the details of each TV vendor arrangement, in the order they were announced:
• Samsung: Starting in a few months, 2019 Samsung Smart TV models will feature the new iTunes Movies and TV Shows app and AirPlay
2 support. Samsung TVs from 2018 will also receive these capabilities through a firmware update, but the company said nothing about older
models. The iTunes Movies and TV Shows app will be available in over 100 countries, while AirPlay 2 support will come to over 190 countries.
The iTunes Movies and TV Shows app is currently a Samsung exclusive, and it will integrate with Samsung’s other TV services, such as Universal
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Guide, the Bixby voice assistant, and Search. Apple told The Verge that Samsung’s ad-tracking capabilities would not work inside the iTunes
app.
• Vizio: The company claims that millions of SmartCast TV owners will see support for AirPlay 2 and HomeKit by the second quarter of
2019.
• Sony: The Sony announcement is more limited than Vizio’s. So far, the only Sony TV models gaining AirPlay 2 and HomeKit support are the
Sony Z9G Series, A9G Series, and X950G Series.
• LG: The LG announcement is the vaguest, promising AirPlay 2 and HomeKit on the company’s AI TV lineup in 2019.
What’s curious is how only Samsung gets iTunes Movies and TV Shows, but Samsung is the only vendor not providing HomeKit support. Despite
that confusion, these announcements may be great news for Apple users who own or plan to buy a supported TV set, but what do they mean for
the rest of us, and for Apple’s TV plans going forward?
Reading the Teavee Leaves
As someone who’s been watching the Apple TV space for years (I literally wrote the book on it—Take Control of Apple TV), my gut reaction is
that these announcements may mark the end of the Apple TV as a standalone hardware product. Not now, probably not next year, but I believe
that Apple will eventually phase out the Apple TV.
Why? Because the future isn’t a separate box, it’s having the smarts baked directly into your television. Back when I wrote the first edition of Take
Control of Apple TV, I dismissed the smart TV user experience as dramatically inferior to that of the Apple TV—and that was true at the time. But
over the years, smart TV interfaces and performance have improved significantly, and you can’t beat the convenience. Would you rather turn on
your TV, switch inputs, grab the Siri Remote, and open the Netflix app, or just press the Netflix button on your TV remote?
Television is an inherently lazy technology. It’s the screen you stare at when you want to turn your brain off. It’s the device where users tolerate
friction the least. “I don’t care about HDMI-CEC or HDR. I just want to watch football, dammit!”
While Apple was betting on a box, it turns out that the much-mocked analyst Gene Munster was right in claiming that the better bet was a smart
set. Apple could still ship its own TV set, and I think there’s a place in the market for it, but Apple remains reluctant, probably because TVs are a
notoriously low-margin business—Vizio CTO Bill Baxter said the industry gets 6% margins—Apple’s overall gross margin is about 38%.
With Apple trailing on the TV hardware front—the Apple TV commands only 15% of the market, behind Amazon and Roku—the
company’s best chances lie in the service end. But Apple is backed into a corner there too, because Movies Anywhere reduced whatever lock-in
advantage Apple had by syncing iTunes purchases from major studios to your accounts on Amazon, Google, and other platforms (see “Movies
Anywhere Frees Your Films From Platform Lock-In,” 14 October 2017).
Rumors are flying hot and heavy about some sort of TV service from Apple, but exactly what content would be on it, how much it would cost, or
what platforms it would be available on are all still mysteries. Jokes about Planet of the Apps aside, Apple has made some impressive, if confusing,
content deals. Tim Cook recently promised more services in 2019, and while he wasn’t specific, a TV service seems imminent.
These expansions into offering support for competing TV platforms suggest that Apple is looking at targeting its service to the broader market
beyond just Apple devices. That would mean Apple plans to go head-to-head against Netflix and Hulu, along with Disney when the Mouse’s
streaming service launches later this year.
On the more practical level, I expect this combination of AirPlay and HomeKit integration with smart TVs to look very similar to how Google
Home and Chromecast interact. I can tell Google to shut off my TV or play a title from Netflix or Google Play, and it seems like Apple’s new
integrations will be able to do similar things. It’s one of Google’s more useful voice-driven features, and I’m surprised Apple didn’t do something
similar sooner.
Don’t fret about the future of your Apple TV just yet. For now, it’s still very much a necessary component of the iTunes puzzle, and it will work
just as well on a new smart TV as it does on any current model. And it won’t be gathering and sharing data about you—that’s why dumb TVs are
more expensive than smart TVs.

ExtraBITS
Apple Pay Adopted by Target, Taco Bell, Speedway, and Others -- A bevy of major US retailers, including Jack in the Box, Hy-Vee
supermarkets, Speedway convenience stores, Taco Bell, and Target are now supporting Apple Pay, putting a final nail in the coffin of rival digital
wallet CurrentC.
Hollywood Is Abandoning UltraViolet—Here’s How to Save Your Movie Library -- Hollywood is giving up on its original digital DRM
scheme, UltraViolet, to focus on the Movies Anywhere service. The How-To Geek explains how to save your purchased movies and TV shows.
Certificate Wars: A Quick Rundown of Apple’s Dustup with Facebook and Google -- Apple spent the past week engaged in a dizzying
Reuse governed by Creative Commons license. TidBITS has oﬀered years of thoughtful commentary on Apple and Internet topics. For
free email subscriptions and access to the entire TidBITS archive, visit www.tidbits.com.
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Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus’ Tips
THREE GREAT NEW MOJAVE FEATURES TO SPEED YOUR WORKFLOWS
As you probably know, macOS Mojave (a.k.a. version 10.14) was unleashed by Apple a couple of weeks ago. I’ve been running pre-release
versions since July while I worked on macOS Mojave For Dummies. (Click the book cover on the right to pre-order it from Amazon.com when it
ships in early November.)
The point is that I’m intimately familiar with Mojave’s best new features already and can’t wait to share them with you.
But First…
But, before I tell you about these three great new Mojave timesavers, I feel obliged to offer my standard advice to Mac users before a major system
software upgrade like High Sierra—>Mojave. That advice is:
1. Backup your startup disk.
2. Backup your startup disk. Again.
3. Test your backups by restoring files.
4. Check your High Sierra apps’ compatibility with Mojave at RoaringApps.com.
5. Install macOS Mojave.
Now that you’ve upgraded safely and sanely, here are three of my favorite new Mojave features guaranteed to save you time and effort every day.
Mojave Makes Screenshots Better (and Easier)
In the past, capturing your screen required memorizing arcane keyboard shortcuts like:
• Command + Shift + 3 to capture the entire screen.
• Command + Shift + Control + 4 to capture the entire screen to the clipboard (rather than saving it as a file).
• Command + Shift + 4 to capture a selection.
• Command + Shift + Control + 4 to capture a selection to the clipboard (rather than saving it as a file).
• Command + Shift + Control + 4 followed by the spacebar to capture a window or menu instead of a selection.
The good news is that while these shortcuts still work in Mojave (for those who, like me, committed them to muscle memory long ago), you
don’t have to memorize them. Instead, just memorize Mojave’s awesome new screen-shooting shortcut:
Command + Shift + 5
This one shortcut to rule them all now offers everything all those other shortcuts offer and more. What do I mean by more? Here are some new
features you’ll find in Command + Shift + 5:
• Capture a full-screen movie.
• Capture a movie in a selection or
window.
• 5 or 10 second timer.
• Choose the folder for automatic saves.
• Show or hide the mouse pointer.
Here’s what you’ll see when you press
Command + Shift + 5 in Mojave:
So teach your fingers this awesome new
keyboard shortcut today—Command + Shift
+ 5 rocks.
Markup Tools Where You Need Them
In a related improvement, Markup tools
(formerly available in Mail and Preview) are
now available almost everywhere. Just look for
the Markup icon — a pencil (or a marker) in a circle — which you’ll now find in the preview panes of Mojave Finder
windows, in Quick Look windows, and the new screenshot interface as well as in apps including Preview and Mail.
The Markup tools let you add circles and arrows and text and much more to the current document.
Click this icon to
For example, all of the annotations in the guide to Command + Shift + 5 above were created with Markup tools. Here’s
use the Markup tool
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what the Markup toolbar looks like in a Quick
Look window:
I used to use a commercial utility for screen shots
and screen movies (Snapz Pro), and a different
utility (Skitch) for annotation. I no longer use
either one and feel obliged to say, “Thanks, Apple!
Nicely done.”
Smile, You’re on Continuity Camera
One other new feature I’m loving a lot is the
Continuity Camera, which lets you use the camera
on your iPhone (or other iDevice) to shoot photos
or scan documents and then seamlessly use them
on your Mac!
It currently works in the Finder and many of the
Apple apps that accept typed input (i.e. Pages, Keynote, Mail, Messages,
Notes, and TextEdit to name a few). The easiest way to determine if it’s
available is to right (or Control) -click in a document or on the Finder’s
desktop. If Import from iPhone or iPad appears in the shortcut menu,
select the iOS device you wish to use and choose Take Photo or Scan
Document.
If you right- or Control-clicked while working in a document, the
photo or scan will appear at the insertion point
If you right-clicked in a Finder window or on the Desktop, the photo
or scan will appear on the Desktop by default.
I’ve been using these useful Mojave tools and shortcut in my
workflows for months already and they save me time and effort every
day.
Try ‘em… I think you’ll like ‘em!

This is the Markup toolbar, as seen in a Quick Look window.

Right-click (or Control-click), and if Continuity Camera is
available you'll see something like this!

Like an Elephant, Reminders Never Forgets
In episode (Episode #267) of Dr. Mac's Rants & Raves at The Mac Observer, I discussed my love affair with the Reminders app.
Here's a taste:
I remember my father saying, "the older you get, the more you forget," when he forgot about something. He sometimes used a little
calendar/notebook, but he often forgot to use it.
I’m no spring chicken. I’ve been doing what I do for the better part of three decades. I’m sad to say dad was probably right. As the years have
passed, I’ve learned to use my Apple technology to ensure nothing falls through the cracks.
Why Reminders Rocks…
There are several reasons the Reminders app on macOS, iOS, and watchOS is the near-perfect assistant to my ever more forgetful wetware. The
biggest one is that it’s completely pervasive. Whenever I need to remember something, Reminders is a click (or tap) away, on my Mac, iPhone, iPad,
or Apple Watch, one of which is always close at hand (especially the watch).
Read the complete column at The Mac Observer…

A Keyboard Shortcut Cheat Sheet on Demand: KeyCue
Reader David C. recently wrote me to recommend an app called KeyCue (19.99€), saying:
"KeyCue is a macOS app that reliably displays keyboard shortcuts for the currently used application by merely holding down the ⌘ key—one of
the first apps I add to a new Mac."
I still think my way—printing a cheat sheet with the shortcuts I'm trying to commit to memory and taping it to my display—is better. But
opinions are like noses—everyone's got one. So, for those who prefer an "always available" keyboard shortcut cheat sheet, KeyCue is 19.99€.
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Screen shot (from KeyCue website).
Find out more at the KeyCue website…
Download my free Working Smarter for Mac Users Keyboard Shortcut Cheat Sheet…

Teach Siri to Pronounce Any Name Properly...
It always irks me when Siri mispronounces a proper name. And it irks me even
more when Siri mispronounces my surname.
"Calling Lisa Luveeetus"
"Calling Allison LeeVeeTes"
"Calling Jodie Levitt-Us"
(If you're curious, it's pronounced,
"love-I-tis.")
Anyway, I took it upon myself to figure
out a way to teach Siri to say LeVitus
properly. It was most definitely a rabbit hole,
but, in the end, it was worth it.
My solution was to edit my contact record
on my iPhone, scrolling to the bottom of
the record, and clicking "Add Field."
I added a new field called "Pronunciation
Last Name" and typed "love-i-tis."
It worked pretty well after trying a few
different pseudo-phonetic spellings, but last
week I read an article at iMore.com by Lory Gill, which described a much faster and easier way to get Siri to say a
name correctly.
The next time Siri mispronounces a name, just say, "You're pronouncing the
[first/middle/last] name wrong," and you'll see something like this:
Listen to each option, and then tap to Select your favorite.
Read the full article at iMore.com.
Reprinted with Bob LeVitus’ permission. Sign up for the Working Smarter for Mac Users NL to get Bob’s tips delivered directly to your email box.
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Gary Rosenzweig’s Tips
How To Protect Yourself From Online Scams
Keeping your Mac free of malware and using strong passwords for your online accounts are two important things you need to do to stay safe and
secure. But even if you succeed at these, you can still be vulnerable to common scams that use social engineering to trick you out of your money,
privacy and security. Even the most intelligent person can fall victim to a scam if they don’t recognize it when it happens to them. The key to keeping
yourself safe is to know the common scams so you recognize them when someone tries to trick you.

Phishing Scams
How It Works: Phishing scams typically start as email messages pretending to be from a company you
know. For instance, you may get one that appears to come from a major bank, shopping site, or social
network. The email scares you by telling you there is a reason you need to log into the site, and provides a link
for you to do so. You click the link and go to a site that looks right, but is actually a fake. You enter your
password and now the scammer has your password.
Variations: Just because an email messages claims to be from an address, doesn’t mean that it really is. The
source of the message can be easily faked. The message may ask you to login, reply to the message with
information, or even call on the phone. It could be an offer of money, a prize, a security warning, or even a
threat. Just remember that scammers can make up anything and make the email look like anything. There is
Any email can be a fake…
no easy way to verify the authenticity of an email message. Phishing scams can also come via text messages or
phone calls, so use the same precautions there.
How To Protect Yourself: If you get a request from a site you use to log in, simply ignore the links in the message and go to the site manually by
typing in the address you already know, or using a bookmark you have already set. If you get a phone call from your credit card company, call them
back using the number on your card, not the number provided in an email or text message. You can also use a password manager like 1Password,
LastPass, or the built-in Safari password manager. They will match a password to the actual site you are visiting, so they won’t be fooled by sites
requesting a password claiming to be something else.

Fake Malware Alerts
How It Works: You suddenly get a pop-up or alert warning you that your computer or device is
infected with a virus or malware of some sort. Often these will claim to be from an official entity like
Apple, Microsoft, your Internet provider or a security company. If you click on the link, you will be
told to download software that could be malware, adware, or just an unnecessary expense.
Variations: Sometimes you will be asked to call a number and then give credit card information,
or access to your computer, to a scammer claiming to try to help you. Sometimes the scammers will
just call your phone randomly to try this.
How To Protect Yourself: No one has access to your computer to know whether you have a
problem. A web page cannot scan your computer for viruses. The fake alert could just be a plain
advertisement on a web site, try to frighten you into buy-in their software. You can just ignore it. But
never click on their links, or call those phone numbers. Apple, Microsoft, nor your Internet
company will ever just call you. If you get a call like this, hang up.

They can’t tell if you have malware…

Work-From-Home Jobs
How It Works: You see an ad online, or in the real world, for a work-from-home job. Common
jobs include reshipping packages that are sent to you, buying products at stores and shipping them,
placing ads on sites, cashing checks, mystery shopping, processing insurance claims, and even just data
entry. The job offered can really be almost anything. Most often you are sent money, in the form of
checks, and asked to either send some of that money elsewhere or buy products and ship them. The
scam is that most people don’t realize that banks will deposit the check immediately, and only find
out it is a fake check after two weeks or more. By then you have already purchased and shipped items,

The check isn’t real…
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or sent some of the money elsewhere.
Variations: Sometimes you are asked to pay money to get started as a processing fee or to acquire equipment, then you never hear back. Often
these involve gift cards, such as iTunes gift cards. You are asked to purchase them and send them along, and then find out the check the scammer
sent you to cover the expenses was fake. You could also get caught up in a reshipping scam where stolen credit cards are used to purchase goods, then
shipped to you, and then you pass them along until the police catch you instead of the crook.
How To Protect Yourself: If it sounds too good to be true, then it almost certainly is. But the greatest protection here is realizing that checks can
be easily faked. Banks have to put the money into your account when you deposit the check, but when it bounces two weeks later, you will lose that
money and get a bad check fee on top of it. So never trust a check unless you trust the person writing it. Just calling a check a money order, cashier’s
check, or any other fancy term doesn’t make it any more legitimate.

Fake Online Buyer
How It Works: You have an item up for sale on Craigslist, Facebook, eBay or
wherever. An interested buyer contacts you and really wants your item. However,
they can’t get it themselves but want to pay you in advance so you ship it to them,
drop it off somewhere, or they will send someone to pick it up. They often are
willing to pay you extra for the trouble. They send a check and you deposit it. You
send the item along and the check bounces two weeks later. Often the check is for
more money than the price, and they will ask you to send back the extra or give it
to the person picking up the item to pay for their services. So then you are out
some cash in addition to the item once the check bounces.
Variations: Often this isn’t even about the item. They don’t care what it is and
don’t want it. It is all about the extra money they will send you, and you give back
to them or the fake delivery service. Sometimes you will be told the money is
coming from PayPal or some other service and then get an email from that service
They want your money, not the item…
saying the money is being held by the service until the transaction is complete. But
the email is just a complete fake and no money was actually sent.
How To Protect Yourself: When selling items directly, only sell locally and get cash. State that in your ad. If you get inquiries from out of your
area, just ignore them. When selling on eBay, only use their built-in payment system and ignore requests to handle it differently. Never accept a
check or check-like piece of paper for payment for anything, unless you know the person and trust them. If someone offers to overpay you, they are
trying to scam you.

Long-Distance Online Dating Scams
How It Works: You meet someone in a chat room, social network or dating site. Usually
they are overseas. Over a long period of time, they gain your trust and affection. Sometimes
fake pictures are used, and other times the scammer will actually talk with you for real.
Eventually some small expense will come up that is troubling the scammer, but seems very
tiny to you. You help the scammer by paying it. But then more expenses follow and it adds
up. Sometimes the scammer will claim to use the money to travel to see you, which they never
do.
Variations: Sometimes the scammer will trick you into sending suggestive messages or
photos. Then the scammer switches personas to become the parent of the original persona or a
law enforcement officer and demand payment as blackmail. This could involve the original
They eventually ask for money…
persona suddenly being revealed as married or underage.
How To Protect Yourself: Remember that anyone can be anyone online. Avoid getting involved with anyone online that you have not met in
person. Use only reputable dating services for online dating. If someone you have never met in person asks for money, it is almost always a scam. If
you are threatened with blackmail online, cut off contact, report to the police, and never pay.

Facebook Profile Hijacking
How It Works: You get a Facebook friend request from someone you know, with their name, picture and other details correct. You accept their
friend request. However, this is not your friend. In fact, you are probably already connected to your real friend on Facebook. What the scammer has
done is to grab their public Facebook profile and simply open a new free Facebook account with the same information and picture, and then made
friend requests from their publicly-available friends list. If this account isn’t reported, you will eventually get spam from this fake account, or could
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possibly be hit with a request for money from the scammer, perhaps to help who
you think is your friend out of a situation.
Variations: Scammers can pose as celebrities and set up fake profiles on social
media. People will follow them and then receive spam or propaganda from this
fake persona. A more serious scam involves receiving a phone call from someone
claiming to be your friend or relative and needing money to get out of a jam. That
sounds ridiculous, but people are often caught so off-guard when a call like this
comes out of the blue that they don’t realize it is a scam until they have sent some
money.
How To Protect Yourself: One mistake people make when they see this is to
claim that their friend’s Facebook account “has been hacked.” It hasn’t. Their real
account is just fine. This is just a fake account using the same information. Report
this account to Facebook and move on. But to protect yourself so that this doesn’t
Their account hasn’t been hacked…
happen to you, go into Facebook’s settings, under Privacy, and set it so only your
Friends can see your friends list. This doesn’t prevent a scammer from impersonating you, but it does prevent them from then trying to send friend
requests to people you actually know.
“Comments: Responses to “How To Protect Yourself From Online Scams”

ExtraBITS
DuckDuckGo Search Engine Integrates Apple Maps -- The privacy-focused search engine DuckDuckGo is integrating Apple Maps for search
data on Apple devices. The question is, will anyone stop using Google long enough to notice?
Apple Releases Smart Battery Cases for the iPhone XR, XS, and XS Max -- Updating a product that was last revised for the iPhone 7, Apple has
released smart battery cases for the iPhone XR, XS, and XS Max. All three are available now for $129.
AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, and Verizon to Stop Selling Location Data -- After Motherboard found that a bounty hunter could locate any cell
phone for $300, the major US cellular carriers are ending their practice of selling location data. About time.
Tim Cook Promotes Privacy in Time Magazine -- Apple continues to take the high ground when it comes to user privacy, and CEO Tim Cook
has penned an op-ed to encourage comprehensive privacy legislation.
LifeInABox Medication Fridge
I’ve seen several useful products for diabetes monitoring, but there’s one technical problem that can’t be solved with an app:
insulin can’t be digitized, and it’s not shelf-stable at room temperature. LifeInABox is intended to be the “world’s smallest
refrigerator” and is designed for such purposes—although as the pictured products are prototypes, the final sizes aren’t in yet.
The Box is a lunchbox-sized fridge that can store up to a month’s supply of insulin, keeping it at 35–46 °F (2–8 °C), which you
can monitor with your phone. If you need to keep different medications cool, you can adjust the temperature accordingly. It’s
designed to run off AC power, 12-volt DC in your car, or a built-in battery, which you can supplement with battery packs.
The booth representative told me that batteries would keep it cold for 36 hours—but the literature says 4 hours of refrigeration
off the internal battery and 12 hours off of optional battery packs. Perhaps 36 hours when kept closed and insulated? The
shipping model will include a magnetic lock that can be released by your phone. Lifeina also demoed an even smaller fridge
that resembled a tall thermos with a 2-inch diameter—it can keep one or two insulin doses cool for 24 hours and has the same
monitoring features as The Box. Both products are still in development and need to clear FDA approval, but Lifeina
is hoping to bring them to market for $200 and $79 respectively.
Lumen Smart Personal Nutrition
You’d be forgiven for thinking Lumen is some kind of lighting system, but you’d be half right, because the goal of
Lumen is to make you lighter. It’s a breathalyzer that measures the carbs and fats you’ve recently eaten to help you
judge how well you did yesterday, and give you tips and pointers for how to achieve the best balance today. A phone
app gives you real-time metabolism measures and can prepare a meal plan for the rest of your day. It’s available for
pre-order on Indiegogo for $249, and will retail for $299 when it ships in August 2019.
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the
intersection of North Academy and Dublin).
Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance
is on the west side of the building.
Smoking is not permitted on the premises.

Sig meeting:
The SIG Meetings are held on the SECOND Saturday of each month. For January and February it will be held at the CityMac store located
within the University Village Shopping Center at 5020 North Nevada and it sits right next to the Xfnity Office and is across the street from
Costco.
Directions:
#1) Take I-25 to Nevada heading south. Turn right on Eagle Rock Road. Drive past the intersection and then park on the left in front of the
CityMac Store.
#2) Take I-25 to Garden of the Gods Rd. heading East. Turn left on Nevada and then left on Eagle Rock Road. Drive past the intersection and
then park on the left in front of the CityMac Store.
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About Us
The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs,
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.
Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.
All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Oﬃcer Elections. No corporate
memberships are granted.
Our oﬃcers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00
JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00
Please Print Clearly!
Name
Street Address
City/State/ZIP
Home Telephone
E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00
Today’s Date

Business Telephone

Make your check payable to: SMMUG
Then mail or give this form and your check to:
SMMUG, Inc.
2100 Wood Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________
Don’t make an online account for me.
I do not want one or I already have

